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Abstract 

The paper looks at Sustainability of Nigeria’s Democracy and the contending issues of National 
Integration: The way forward. So far, the only form of government through which individual and 
collective liberties are possible is democracy. However, for Democracy so serve the end purpose 
of the electors-national integration, freedom and dignity of all people, the bottlenecks against the 
consideration of democracy such as corruption, electoral malpractices, arbitrariness, violence, 
thuggery and material poverty of majority of the electorate must be confronted for democratic 
sustainability and consolidation of national integration. 
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There are important reasons why democracy is a preferable alternative to other forms of 

government. In the first place democracy enables people to participate in the political process 

and also extend the frontiers of national unity. Political freedom and opportunity to participate in 

the decision making process that shapes one’s life is regarded as fundamental human right. This 

may sound quite theoretical in the context of Nigeria’s nascent democracy. 

 For example one may be compelled to pose this question, does my vote count in 

Nigeria’s democracy? This is problematic. Nevertheless, whether symbolic or ritualistic, when 

you cannot vote and when your vote does not count, no matter how wealthy you may be your 

choice in life is highly restricted, it means you cannot decide who governs you. You cannot 

contribute meaningfully to development process or to national unity. And this is why the struggle 

for democracy, national unity in Nigeria is always intense. Even those in political leadership or 

the elites, inspite of their anti-democratic tendencies, still clamour for democracy and for 

national unity. Therefore, the fact that democracy enables us to participate in decision making 

process, it is considered vital to human development and national unity. 

 

 

Sustainability 

Sustenance as in consolidation is the process by which democracy becomes so broadly 

and profoundly legitimate among its citizens that it is very unlikely to break down. It 

involves,behavioural and institutional changes that normalize democratic politics and narrow its 

uncertainty. This normalization requires the expansion of citizen access, development of 

democratic citizenship and culture, broadening of leadership recruitment and training, 

enhancement of national integrative instruments and other functions that civil society performs. 

However, most of all, and most urgently, it requires political institutionalization. A democracy 

can best be sustained when we have goodreason to believe that it is capable of withstanding 

pressure or shocks without abandoning the electoral process or the political freedom on which it 

depends, including those of dissent and opposition. Moreover, this will require a depth of 

institutionalization reaching beyond the electoral process itself. Lay Diamond (1995). 

From these, however, a variety of different criteria has been proposed in the literature in 

order to identify a sustained democracy when we see one. Democracy is consolidated when a 

government that has itself been elected in a free and fair contest is defeated in a subsequent 
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election and accepts the result. The point of this criterion is that, it is not winning office that 

matters, but losing it and accepting the verdict, because this demonstrates that powerful players, 

and their social backers, are prepared to put respect for the rules of the game above the 

continuation of their power. On the other hand, the second option favours a simple longevity or 

generation test. Twenty years say, of regular competitive elections are sufficient to judge a 

democracy consolidated, even without a change of ruling party, since habituation to the electoral 

process would make any alternative method for appointing rulers unthinkable. 

Apart from these two criteria, democracies emerge and become sustained, not out of any 

principled commitment to democratic norms, but when the major political players recognize 

sufficient common interest in establishing electoral procedures and subsequently see that their 

interest in keeping to the rules of the game outweighs the costs to them of their being 

undermined. The foregoing has demonstrated that the sustainability of democracy is a product of 

many factors or conditions operating together. No one condition on its own will be either 

necessary or sufficient but an accumulation of facilitating conditions can be expected to enhance 

the prospects for the survival of electoral democracy. The project is clearly more difficult in 

some circumstances than others, and faces much more formidable obstacles in some countries 

than others. It is a task in the social sciences to identify these circumstances and subject them to 

comparative analysis. 

It is unequivocally glaring to discern the fact that the concept of democratic sustenance 

has the problems of homonymity (one word meaning many things). Though, inimical to theory 

building and the accumulation of knowledge, it even frustrates such elementary operations as 

case classification. As flatters now stand, the concept’s classificatory utility’ is close to zero, its 

boundaries are fuzzy and fluid. For the purpose of this paper however, democratic sustenance 

means the capacity of the polity to nurture and consolidate democracy over a very long time spell 

with little or no threat to the abortion of democratic experiment and disintegrative elements in 

whatever form and pretense (J. Linz 1990: 166). 

The Concept National Integration and some Integrative Structures Since 1960 

The concept integration has been variously defined by social anthropologists, historians, 

and political scientists. The consensus in these definitions is that, it is that cord that binds or 

holds a society (geopolitical clime) together for their mutual benefits. However, attempt will be 

made to x-ray a couple of definitions. Weiner (1965:52) sees integration as “a process of having 
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together culturally and discrete groups into a single territorial unit”. Expanding this definition, 

Ogunojemite (1987:224) posits that integration is a political phenomenon which covers a vast 

range of human relationships and attitudes i.e. the integration of diverse and discrete cultural 

loyalties and the development of a sense of nationality; the integration of the rulers and the ruled 

and the integration of the citizens into a common political process. Applied this way, integration 

is meant to create homogeneity out of heterogeneity, and, reduce or eliminate parochial 

attachment to cultural and regional political identities. Okoli et al (2004:405) observes that: 

This kind of integration implies both the capacity of government to control the 
territory under its jurisdiction as well as to stimulate a set of popular attitudes 
described as loyalty, obligation, allegiance, patriotism and willingness by the 
people to place national interest above local or parochial concern... 

 
Integration as posited by Weiner (1965:54-55) comes in five different ways: territorial 

integration, value integration, elite-mass integration, integrative behaviour and national 

integration. Despite the fact that these types have a common link in that they point to the fact that 

integration holds a society together; our focus will be on national integration. 

According to Weiner (1965:58) national integration refers specifically to the problem of 

creating a sense of territorial nationality which overshadows or eliminates subordinate parochial 

loyalties. For Nnonyelu (1997:145); National integration is determined by the degree to which 

members and groups in a plural society adapt to the demands of national existence while co-

existing Republic harmoniously... citizens are expected to respect the overriding supremacy of 

the national government. 

These include the functionalist, federalist and cybernetic theories. The functionalist ideal 

of national integration focuses on the heterogeneous nature of a society and the need to make 

them into a homogeneous whole-like the Canadian example. The federalist typology centres on 

the creation of a central government that would co-ordinate its component or federating units 

into a synchronized whole. The cybernetic construct, “emphasizes the establishment of contacts 

and promotion of interaction through which the component units would understand and 

appreciate themselves better” (Okoli, et’at, 2004:405). In most cases countries adopt the three 

theories as it is evident in the Nigerian situation for optimum and total national integration. 

Integration may therefore refer to the process of bringing together culturally and socially 

discrete groups into a single territorial unit and the establishment of a national identity. When 

used in this sense, “integration” generally presumes the existence of an ethnically plural society 
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in which each group is characterized by its own language or other self-conscious cultural 

qualities, but the problem may also exist in a political system, which is made up of one distinct 

independent political unit with which people identify. Thus, national integration refers 

specifically to the problem of creating a sense of territorial nationality which overshadows or 

eliminate subordinate parochial loyalties. 

Furthermore, the term, according to Ake (1967), is often used in the related sense to refer 

to the problem of establishing national central authority over subordinate political units or 

regions which may or may not coincide with distinct cultural or social groups. However, Bronze 

(2012) is of the opinion that, while the term “national integration” is concerned with the 

subjective feelings which individuals belonging to different social groups or historically distinct 

political units have toward the nation, “territorial integration”, refers to the objective control 

which central authority has over the entire territory under its claimed jurisdiction. The term is 

often used to refer to the problem of linking government with the governed. This implies the 

notion of a gap between the elite and the masses characterized by marked differences in 

aspiration and values. 

Integration is also viewed as the minimum value consensus necessary to maintain a social 

order. This may be end value concerning justice and equity, the desirability of economic 

development as a goal, the sharing of common history, heroes and symbols, and in general, an 

agreement as to what constitutes desirable and undesirable social ends. Therefore, integrative 

behaviour is that which refers to the capacity of people in a society to organize for some 

common purposes of nation building with sustainable structures. 

In summary, the term “integration” covers a vast range of human relationships and 

attitudes. The integration of diverse and discrete cultural loyalties and the development of a 

sense of nationality; the integration of political units into a common territorial framework with a 

government which can exercise authority; the integration of the rulers and the ruled; the 

integration of citizens into a common political process; and, finally, the integration of individuals 

into organization for purposive activities. These are attempts to define what it is that holds a 

society and political system together.  

How National Integration Became an Issue in Nigeria 

Available historical material points to the fact that before the advent of colonialism in 

1861 (annexation of Lagos) and the subsequent January 1, 1914 amalgamation; a tremendous 
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degree of tolerance, accommodation, borrowing and interactions among the various ethnic 

groups existed (see Apthorpe 1999; Falolaet at 1991; Udo 1980; Ajayi&Alagoa 1980). As such 

they usually referred to themselves as people or traders from Hausaland, Yorubaland, Igboland, 

and Ibibioland etc. Uya (1992), Nnoli (1978), Ndoma-Egba and Ndoma-Egba (2000) all agreed 

that the picture of intrinsic and inherent incompatibility of ethnic groups in Nigeria was the 

handiwork of colonial anthropologists. According to these scholars, European anthropologists 

first used it as a label of identity and later this was appropriated as a tool of divide and rule by 

the colonialists. This trend continued till 1914. The amalgamation which brought the 

protectorates of Northern Nigeria and that of Southern Nigeria with the colony of Lagos was 

only to pool the resources of the relatively richer territories of the south to meet the cost of 

running the north and thus, reduce the burden on the British tax payers (Ndoma-Egba&Ndoma-

Egba, 2000:74). The British therefore achieved territorial integration. By this, they incorporated 

the various ethnicities into an amalgamated Nigeria. Thus, began the process of acrimony, 

distrust, suspicion, hatred, culture of parochialism in national affairs and a legacy of tension 

among the component parts of Nigeria (Falola et al, 1991:9). 

However, the imperial Order-in-Council that established the Arthur Richards Constitution 

which became effective on January 1, 1947 contained integrative elements. The purpose of the 

Constitution as stated in the Nigeria Seasonal Paper No. 4 of 1945 was: 

1. To promote the unity of the country; 

2. To provide adequately for the desire for the diverse elements which made up the country; 

and 

3. To secure greater participation of Africans in the discussion of their own affairs 

As noted by Adigwe (1974:188), the constitution sought to promote the unity of the 

country by establishing regional councils together with a central council in Lagos... (but) the 

establishment of regional councils tended to weaken the unity (national integration) of the 

country. 

This explains why subsequent review or evolutions of a new constitution (1951, 1954 and 

1960) were advocated for, from purely ethnic stand-point by the Nigerian representatives. For 

example, those that represented the North-in the would be 1951 Macpherson constitution-

demanded for parity with the South in representation in the central legislature, those that 

represented the West called for a revision of the Northern Frontier, so as to exclude the people of 
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Offa, Igbomina and Kabba from the North since they are Yoruba speaking tribes; while the East 

in conjunction with the North requested for Lagos to be removed from Western Region and 

made a “no man’s land”. From the foregoing, it is clear that each of them were preponderantly 

interested in its hegemony over the others. Invariably, discordant views greeted the motion for 

“self- government in 1956” which was originally conceived to “present a united front of 

collective responsibility”. Again, as a result of the fears of the minority groups in the Niger-

Delta, a commission of enquiry (headed by Henry Willink) was set up and instead of creating 

states as desired by them, it made a detailed list of fundamental human, rights in it stead to 

cushion it. With independence in 1960, the stark reality was the need to build a strong and united 

country despite the presence of over 250 ethnic groups and 466 dialects (Mbeke-Ekanem, 

2000:328). Thus, it became clear that Nigeria would need integrative mechanisms, just like other 

plural societies in the world. 

At independence in 1960, Nigeria adopted parliamentary democracy anchored 

onelections, multipartism, freedom of press and constitutionalism. Elections were held 

andrepresentative government instituted. However, the nature of the politics and 

democracyconducted in Nigeria neither was such that it could not be sustained nor promote 

national integration. The process was marred byviolence, thuggery and intimidation, and in some 

instances brutal political assassinations. This has continued in some other democratic 

administration in Nigeria up till 2015 elections. 

The politics of election in Nigeria is fundamentally volatile. In their (politicians)attempt 

to capture state power all kinds of sentiments arc invoked, such as regional,ethnic, tribal and 

religious. State power is not only crucial but lucrative. Accordingly thestruggle for power 

became so absorbing that everything else including national integration was compromised. Those 

who were out of power constantly worried about their exposure to every kind of assault by a 

state that was hardly subject to any constitutional or institutional restraints. (Ake 1996). 

Therefore they have to remain perpetually in politics For example, though the sense of outrage 

which accompanied the 2003 electoral summersaults is yet to be calmed, politicians of diverse 

coloursthen put in place a framework of organization to mobilize support for subsequent 

elections. Some of these only promote ethnicity and dysfunctional national unity. 

In Nigeria, politics is looked upon as a business venture and also a racket, the control of 

state power is the quickest and fastest means of amassing wealth. While the politicians invested 
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heavily putting in almost everything to gain access to power, including for example political 

assassination, thuggery and real money to gain access to state power, with neglect of national 

unity the military on the other hand stakes everything including the damnation oftheir career and 

ruination of military professionalism! 

These are some of the factors through which we can comprehend the volatilenature of 

Nigerian electoral politics. State power is used to block every democratictendency that could 

affect the power holders and those out of power continue to use allkinds of means to capture 

state power in order to protect themselves against the vagaries of politics. In the first republic for 

example elections were won before it was conducted, and where it was conducted at all, it was 

brazenly rigged. The same pattern emerged in the second republic and this also reared its ugly 

head under the current dispensation putting issues or quest of national unity at stake. 

In short, due to the centrality of state power in the process of primitiveaccumulation, 

electoral politics has remained volatile in Nigeria. Indeed, thepolitical class can go to the extent 

of subverting the entire system or even risk the stability of thefederation when their interests are 

threatened or blocked. It is this type of bad politics and voodoodemocracy and the dangers it 

posed to national integration, stability and survival which provoked military intervention. 

These tendencies provoked military coups and counter coups in 1966, 1975, 1983, 1990 

and 1993. Inspite of prolonged military rule and the confusion generated through civilian 

administration, Nigerians continue to demand for democratic governance for national unity. 

Having being able to midwife a transition to civil rule, the challenges for the sustenance of 

democracy and national unity has become pertinent. 

The Need for Consolidation and Sustenance of Democracy in Nigeria 

In its simplest form democracy is rule by the people. As such it is both a form of rule and 

a model of political organization channel towards national/ethnic integration and economic 

development. As a form of rule it consists of mechanisms and procedures for exercising and 

limiting the exercise of power in historically determined contexts. As a model of political 

organization, it contains a number of core principles that place value on human life and dignity 

and in many cases sets mechanisms for their realization as a united group (Kuna, 2005). As such, 

democracy represents a form of power and a model of politics that in narrow terms confers on 

citizens the right to directly take political decisions by majority rule. In broad terms, democracy 
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constitutionally retains the powers of the majority in a framework designed toguarantee basic 

liberties and rights. 

Contemporary notions of democratic government were shaped largely by ideas and 

institutions across the world that sought to define the limits of public power and the relationship 

between rulers and the ruled. In Medieval Europe, evolving concepts of natural and customary 

law served as restraints on the exercise of power. Similarly in the non-Western world like in our 

country, notions of the rights and privileges of rulers as well as mechanisms of admonishing or 

removing rulers from power are well documented. In recent times, the development of liberal 

democracy was influenced by the expansion of capitalism as well as by the Industrial, French, 

American Revolutions in the West and the anti-colonial revolutions across the non-Western 

world. These had a profound impact on the emergence of the concepts of natural rights, political 

equality, sovereignty, adult and later female suffrage, freedom of speech and the press, the limits 

of state power, notions of accountability and united participation as well as the ideas of the rule 

of law. Over the years and in response to various socio-historical circumstances across the world, 

various peoples and societies have evolved a variety of democratic forms achievable only when 

there is national unity. 

As democracy evolved and spread worldwide as the dominant system of political 

organization in modern nation- states, attempts to conceptualize and theorize on it have become 

too amorphous and imprecise with the result that democracy is now a heavily contested albeit 

over flogged concept. Not only are there numerous often contradictory definitions of the concept, 

it also seems to mean different things to different people as we have references made to terms 

like ‘guided democracy’, ‘military democracy’, ‘peoples’ ‘integrative democracy’ etc. There is 

however a consensus to what it means even if we are not agreed on its forms. It is not personal 

rule and it is different from authoritarian/dictatorial rule. Also it can he said that democracy is 

based on some form of participation and/or representation. It is also assumed that in a democratic 

system, government derives legitimacy from the people and for the integration of them all. 

Government also exercises authority within theframework of a body of supreme laws called the 

Constitution. Citizens have equal political rights to vote and be voted for. Democracy can 

therefore he formal and substantive. Formal democracy exists where the following features that 

are considered to be the minimal requirements exist: 

 Basic freedoms are guarantee 
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 Universal suffrage exists 

 Multiparty or two party system exists 

 Periodic free and fair elections are held 

 Governance is based on the rule of law 

 Promotion of policies for national unity and integrative development  

Democracy can also exist substantively if it goes beyond the formal trappings of 

democratic political systems such as multipartism and elections do include such elements as 

accountability and genuine popular participation as a result of national unity in the nations 

political and economic decision making processes at whatever level. In this conception, a 

political system can be considered to the substantively democratic if it ensures socio-economic 

empowerment of the masses, if it is unity inclined; if it is popularly driven, if the leaders have a 

mass popular support and electoral base and if it properly invests power with popular legitimacy 

in addition to having formal procedural attributes. In modern day parlance we would add that the 

governments so popularly elected should provide good governance. Making allusion to the 

existence of democracy in a country would imply the prevalence of the above named features of 

democracy. In the specific case of Nigeria, the long history of military dictatorship has had far-

reaching implications for these features in the country. Most of them were completely eroded or 

constantly trampled upon with ruthless abandon by the military (Ogbu, 2001). It was for this 

reason that the struggle for democracy was fierce and protracted but was finally won as by its 

trappings in 1999. Indeed as Hauss (2008) has stated, democratization takes time because it 

requires the development of new institutions, unity of the people and widespread trust in them, 

which almost never happens quickly. 

Nigeria still very much requires strong democratic institutions with formidable 

integrative structures and democrats with the appropriate and structures democratic value 

orientations, commitment, patience and resilience to make these institutions work on a 

sustainable basis. The efforts to build these pillars are daily being confronted and challenged 

with substantial threats which manifest themselves in reckless misrule by elected officials, 

corrupt practices by public officials, insensitivity to and intolerance of opposing views and 

perspectives communal and ethno-religious conflicts and generalized insecurity to lives and 

properties all of which create apprehension about the possibility of authoritarian reversals. Other 

substantial threats to our newfound democratic culture lie in the failure to conduct credible 
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elections, the absence of internal democracy and the lack of a clear articulation of positions by 

the political parties, the existence of the phenomenon of godfatherism in Nigerian politics and 

their resultant effects of disintegrational tendencies. 

The present crop of Nigeria’s political elite has continually demonstrated that it is not 

interested in building democracy that would promote and sustained the nation’s quest for 

national integration/unity for maximum human development. It is merely interested in primitive 

accumulation of power and wealth. It lacks the rudiments, capacity and discipline to rule without 

acrimony. To them, politics is warfare and about anarchy. Besides this social deficit, they also 

suffer a deficit of ideas. Because they are preoccupied with warfare, they have no time nor space 

nor tolerance for ideas and the culture ofdebate for harmonious unity of the Nigerian state. This 

deficit makes them incapable of thinking about ideas that will bring about development (Ake, 

1996). As Jinadu (2007) has noted, the dominant political culture in Nigeria todayis one that 

depoliticizes politics, reducing it to a lawless vocation, taking morality out of it and 

disempowering the generality of the country by violating theirconstitutionally entrenched 

sovereignty as provided by chapter 11, Section 14(1-2) of the 1999 Constitution. All these acts 

according to Jinadu (2007) continue to subvert our aspiration for a democracy that would add 

value to our national unity.  

The Nation’s party system is at the centre of a vast centralized oligarchic spoils system 

which sustains and reinforces patron-client political relationships in the country, denies 

autonomy to local party organizations, appearing as an alien imposition to local party members 

and their communities and stifling local initiatives and self-development and usurping their 

sovereignty and interest for national integration. 

That is what we have had to live within the past fourteen years since the return to 

democratic rule and thus the threats to thecountry’s democracy and national unity for 

fundamental development. 

Nigeria’s brand of democratic governance is like what Diamond (2002) refers to as 

electoral authoritarianism i.e. a ‘pseudo democracy’ in which political pluralism has not been 

completely closed off, rather, multiple parties are allowed to contest elections that are held at 

regular constitutional intervals but in which opposition parties and candidates are not allowed 

full freedom to campaign and given a fair chance to win. Formal democratic institutions like 

multiparty elections and parliament exists precisely to obscure and sometimes soften the reality 
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of authoritarian domination (Diamond, 2002). Rather than a true form of rule, they are a 

legitimizing façades with which to purchase some acceptance from the international community 

and the domestic constituency and internal division of the ethnic groups. 

A number of generic problems obstruct the consolidation of democracy and national 

unity in Nigeria. The most urgent and pervasive problem is the weakness and frequency in the 

decay of the rule of law. No greater problem alienates citizens from their political leaders and 

institutions that supposed to encourage national integration and undermines political stability, 

national unity and economic development than gross endemic corruption on the part of 

government and political party leaders, judges and officials up and down the bureaucratic 

hierarchy. The more endemic the problem of corruption, the more likely it is to be accompanied 

by other serious deficiencies in the rule of law like smuggling, drug trafficking, criminal 

violence, personalization of power human rights abuses, and disinterestedness in national 

integration. 

 

The Challenges of Consolidating Democracy and National Integration  

We have already agreed that democracy is more than just a political procedure. It is a 

political framework from which public policies emerge and are administered for society. These 

policies are propelled through articulation and aggregation by members of a political class-a 

class ideally opens to recruitment, existing and assumed to possess the confidence of the entire 

citizens in the political system. Modern Democracy therefore depends upon the masses holding 

certain attitudes and beliefs about who should govern and how government should be conducted. 

Under democracy, the wellbeing of society is conceived as depending not only upon the 

correctednessand rationality of government policies but also on public confidence that previously 

settled methods, procedures and rules of politics and government will not be violated or 

arbitrarily changed but in fact preserved. Our present form of government manifests itself in this 

framework. It therefore behooves on the political leadership to observe these norms. 

Previous democratic experiments in Nigeria failed because they were crisis ridden and 

unstable. Among other reasons, they lacked the capacity to address the economic frustrations of 

the people that accumulated over the years-the rising expectations of the masses for welfare and 

employment opportunities; corruption of the political class resulting in misallocation of scarce 

resources, stymied economic growth; unhealthy competition for power and status by individuals 
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and by groups leading to inefficiency in government and administration, excessive politics of 

allocation, private profit making and skewing of the national integration. A related factor has 

been the lack or inadequate existence in Nigeria of certain beliefs or attitudes among, on the one 

hand, members of the political class and on the other,and the citizens interested in national unity. 

Our democracy must also deliver ‘dividends’ promote ‘national integration’ for it to be 

consolidated and sustained. The ultimate aim of democracy is to facilitate the development of the 

society through meeting the needs of the citizens. This means that a democratic government must 

deliver in the form of social welfareprovisioning. It must provide or create the conditions for the 

provision of shelter, food, amenities such as electricity, rural infrastructure, nationalistic 

tendencies energy etc. In other words, the people in Nigeria must he at the centre of 

development. For our democracy to be consolidated and sustained, governments at all levels 

should deal with issues of mass poverty and unemployment, insecurity of lives and property, 

discriminative and disintegrative activities. As long as people remain poor and lack access to 

basic means of livelihood, they will remain susceptible to all kinds of manipulations, including 

being used to foment violence before and during elections. In other words, an increase in 

political awareness without addressing the problem of poverty will not change the situation. 

Democracy survives only if redistribution of income remains within bounds that make it 

sufficient for the poor and not excessive for the rich. Our democracy must incorporate equity, 

human rights and security for all members of the nation irrespective of ethnic, religious or other 

group identification; it must meet our basic human needs and provide an enabling environment 

for us to develop our productive ability. Thus we will go a long way towards managing our 

conflicts and the similar divergences within our nation. 

Based on this basic understanding of what democracy entails we must also move fast to 

address lingering national problems. ‘The national question needs to addressed so that we can 

continue to build a nation in which no one or group is oppressed and one in which all groups 

have a sense of belonging. The fourteen years of democratic rule have been characterized by 

centrifugal tendencies engendered by deeply divisive ethno-communal discords and religious 

schisms. The politics of entitlements and ethnic based contestations over indigenousness and 

homeland questions have in fact triggered a great measure of communal violence and the 

proliferation of ethnic militias and sectarian fundamentalist insurgencies etc. indeed those are 

some of the major threats of authoritarian reversal and issues of national unity that we face. 
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The 1999 Constitution also needs to be reviewed to address the flaws that have been 

identified by various groups so as to remove suspicion and build confidence among the different 

groups in the country. A review of the 1999 Constitution shouldbe accompanied by a reform of 

our laws most of which were carried over from the colonial days and used to enthrone 

authoritarianism and disintegrative acts. The laws, especially the Penal code, need to be radically 

reformed in line with the present times. In the same vein the military needs to be given a new 

orientation which makes it subordinated to civil authority instead of continually seeing itself as 

an alternative source of governance. 

The various institutions and organs of government must also be allowed to operate freely 

without undue interference. To this end the political parties which are a vitally important 

institution of democratic governance must not be muzzled by the ruling party. The parties on 

their part must rise to the challenge of articulating and aggregating the issues and interests in 

society to serve as important vehicles for the conveyance of democratic rule built around the 

nations quest for national integration aspired for since 1960. 

The need to encourage the culture of opposition politics is of crucial importance to the 

future of Nigerian democracy and national unity to prevent the relapse to authoritarianism. It is 

widely known that Nigerian politicians always prefer to be on the winning side and would prefer 

to strike deals with the winning party. It is a defeatist attitude. It would serve the cause of 

democracy better if opposition parties remain steadfast, build strength and capacity around their 

programmes and manifestoes and provide the electorates with credible alternatives in future 

elections (Ibrahim, 2007). What is most important is that the electoral process should be 

reasonably free and fair to convince those who lose that they have lost fairly. As Prezeworski 

(1991) has argued, democracy is sustained when the losers in a particular round of the electoral 

competition have sufficient chances to win in the future to make it attractive for them to wait 

rather than to rebel against the current electoral defeat. This means that when the value of 

electoral victory is greater than the expected value of dictatorship which in turn is greater than 

the value of electoral defeat, then political actors will accept a temporary defeat if they have 

reasonable prospects of winning in the future. The Kenyans for example would not have taken to 

the streets and engaged in an orgy of killing and destruction in 2008 if they were convinced that 

the oppositionrather than extorting and exploiting them? To the extent also that consolidating 

such system becomes ahardous task because it seems the structures and associated frameworks 
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introduced by the system are entirely alien and at variance with the known African democratic 

governance demonstrated for ethnic unity (Whitaker, 1970; Basil, 1992). Therefore, how can we 

blend the hitherto neglected African system of governance with the western (liberal) democracy 

(if sincerely introduced) for a lasting democratic institution, integrative structures, sustainable 

governance, political stability and development in the African countries, Nigeria in particular, 

which only popular, acceptable and legitimate government can guarantee? These are the 

questions that this section of the paper attempts to provide answers to. 

(a) Legitimacy: Whatever we may consider as the meaning of legitimacy or however 

controversial and conflicting the concept may be in political lexicon, its meaning and intent 

is not ambiguous, because it continues to be relevant in determining acceptability and 

popularity of a regime. In a nutshell, it can be generally described as the level of acceptability 

of a government by the people that make up a particular state. That is, it refers to a situation 

which is significantly based on the recognition that the occupier of a political seat is acting 

on the consent of the governed, to ‘the extent that citizens regard the state, the institution, 

personnel or policies as morally right or acceptable (Robertson, 1985; Bogdamor, 1991; 

Tansey, 1995). Though the concept of legitimacy is commonly applied to the manner in 

which a government, ruler or office holder has assumed office, the tenure of his office is 

regarded legitimate if the individual has attained office by procedure, which those he governs 

may consider compatible with the configuration of their own values. His tenure, scholars say, 

is legitimate because of the way he obtains it not because of what he does. If a political 

decision is made, the citizens will comply with and support such decision which they regard 

as their own and for their togetherness for progress. 

But, in some other cases, legitimacy is accorded to a ruler whose actions have a positive 

impact on people’s lives. This means, if the established rules and procedures are repeatedly 

violated on a large scale or if the government engages in blatant acts of illegality and deception, 

it may lose its legitimacy and credibility in the eyes of the majority, the method of ascension to 

power as previously discussed notwithstanding. Legitimacy, in this case, therefore, deals with 

what actually happens in politics and not justwith the procedure by which political power is 

obtained or the representation through which it exercises its power. People feel that government 

is just or unjust, legitimate or illegitimate not only by how it came to power, but more 

importantly, by what it does. If government’s actions, inactions or omissions violate the 
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people’sbasic values and ethos of unity they may conclude as St. Augustine did in the city of god 

that: “a government without justice is a great robbery” (Kopstein and Lichbach, 2000). 

Therefore, a government is said to be legitimate if the people to whom its orders are directed 

believe that the structures, procedures, acts, decisions, policies, officials or leaders possess the 

quality of rightness to make good laws and ensure good governance. 

Without doubt however, the problem of democracy and its subsequent attempt at 

consolidation anywhere in the world requires a certain degree of state-societal trust of 

legitimation (either procedural or performance) to gain firm ground, even in the ancient city 

states of Greece and among- contemporary prophets of democracy (the US and Britain): They 

have all passed through such turbulent periods of state-societal legitimation in their 

democratization processes because the survival and development of states are traced to efforts at 

reducing or removing the turbulence. Therefore, the Nigerian case ideally should not be 

exceptional, hence a review of its liberal variant of democracy for effective legitimation. 

(b) Liberal Democracy: Democracy means different things to different people. It needs he 

pointed out that in spite of the differences in conceptualizations and practices, all versions of 

democracy share one fundamental objective, which is how to govern the society in such a 

way that power actually belongs to the people collectively. This objective which liberalists 

says require institutionalization (Osaghae, 1992) to be effective, includes participation by the 

citizens in deciding who rules and how decisions are made, equality of all citizens as implied 

in the rule of law, accountability and responsiveness of the citizens, freedom of speech and 

association, and social justice which involves treating individuals and groups fairly and justly 

(Osaghae: 49). 

Samuel P.H. used a procedural definition ofdemocracy when he claimed that: 

A twentieth-century political system (is) democratic to the extent that its most 
powerful collective decision makers are selected through fair, honest, and periodic 
elections in which candidates freely compete for votes and in which virtually all the 
adult population is eligible to vote... (Democracy) also implies the existence of 
those civil and political freedoms to speak, publish, assemble, and organize that are 
necessary to political debate and the conduct of electoral campaign (Huntington, 
1991). 

 
This is similar to Chafe’s conception of democracy which he calls the involvement of the people 

united in mind and actions in the running of the political, socio-economic and cultural affairs of 

their society (Chafe, 1994). The degree of involvement of the citizenry in the total affairs of their 

polity, within the standard of natural justice, determines the degree of democratic substance and 
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national interest of a political system. This is why a political system is considered democratic 

wherein there is a measure of bargaining, compromise, and tolerance among competing interests, 

and between those who exercise political authority and those who are subject to it (Joel, 1992). 

Liberal democracy evidently therefore, is the system of governance that, in principle, 

protects citizens’ rights and privately-owned instruments of production (land, machinery, factory 

buildings, natural resources etc.). According to Grey Robert, citing Joseph Schumpeter:The 

democratic method is that institutional arrangement for arriving at decisions, in which 

individuals acquire the power to decide by means of a competitive struggle for the people’s vote 

(1942). 

 
Scholars who adopt this procedural or elitist version of democracy tend to be concerned 

primarily with stability of the system. Once the rulers are in place, is the system able to maintain 

itself without experiencing outbursts of violence or becoming oligarchies? Rule of law and 

constitutionalism helps regulate both government and citizens’ activity to limit abuses of power 

and keeps the system running for the achievement of unity (Grey, 1997). 

Central to this conception therefore is the free and fair competition among political 

parties for the power to make public decisions. This regular competition for power keeps 

conflicting groups from engaging in violence and disintegrative activities, much like individuals 

in conflict might ‘settle it’ through a coin toss or an arm-wrestling match rather than in a fist 

fight. Hence, in a liberal democracy, conflicts are illegitimate and adverse to public interest 

(Grey, I997). As summarized by Beetham: 

Democracy is a political concept, concerning the collectivity binding decision about 
the rulers and policies of a group, association or society. It claims that such decision-
making should be, and it’s realized to ne extent that such decision- making actually 
is, subject to the control of all the collectivity considered as equal. That is to say, 
democracy embraces the related principles of popular control and political equality. 
In small-scale arid simple associations, people can control collective decision-
making directly through equal rights to vote on law and policy in person. In large 
and complex associations, they typically do so indirectly, for example through 
appointing representatives to act for them (Beetham, 1994). 

 
A number of instances of instances of structural mismatch and unconventional practices are 

required to discuss the contradictions that exist between the modern liberal democracy and the 

indigenous political systems in Africa. For instance, in the traditional African political culture 

political authority is derived from rural community, which Uya defined as “the widest grouping 

within which there is a moral obligation and a means ultimately to settle disputes” (Uva, 1987; 
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Pye, 1958; Lijphart, 1977). In this rural community, there is much emphasis on collectivities, 

respect for culture, language and ethnic or group concerns even in the distribution of available 

resources. To Africans, the political sphere is not clearly differentiated from the sphere of social 

and personal relations, more importantly in the distribution of available scarce resources. The 

fundamental framework of politics especially, is a communalone, and all political behaviour is 

strongly coloured by consideration of communal identification. Hence, collectivity and 

togetherness play a pivotal role in governance and social security. Whereas the Western idea of 

democracy as epitomized in liberal democratic style is specifically rooted in the notion of 

political and social rights for individuals, which eventually brewed greed, avarice and self-

centredness. Therefore, social justice and freedom in the contemporary African world with 

liberal democratic practice can only bring alienation, incohesion and instability into the political 

system unless there is a conscious effort to adapt the practice to local realities, and its contours 

are shaped by indigenous African socio-cultural tradition and realities of national unity. 

Secondly, though democracy is more than just the right to cast a ballot every few years, 

democracy in its real essence requires not only that people have the right to elect their own 

representatives as discussed earlier hut also that their representatives reflect their views and 

desires when in government. In situations where the political representatives willfully defy the 

will of the people, the people ought to have the right to replace such deviant representatives. The 

right to immediate recall of wayward representatives ought to be an essential feature of real 

democracy: either the political representatives should change their policies to reflect public will 

or else they must resign or he forced out of office as it was in the Old Oyo Empire..,where 

checks and balances allowed an earring leader to commit suicide. This is not evidenced in the 

liberal democratic reform in people have the right to effect achange on unpopular government 

only at the period of election which comes up after expiration of a governmental term of four to 

five years. 

Thirdly, if democracy, according to YashTandon (1979) concerns the lives of people in 

their daily struggle for material existence, or what Shivji (2001) calls “popular livelihoods”, 

involving relations with production, especially property relations, the ownership and control of 

the productive forces and the means of livelihood. The approach at its enthronement must be 

culturally sensitive. In this sense, we cannot adopt democratization by just transposing it from 

the West and expect it to work: it needs a lot of adaptations, and we need to return to the old 
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consultative approach within the pre-colonial communities. There should be traditional and 

indigenous regional or sub-regional mechanisms that monitor the behaviour of states and actually 

set up “peer reviews”-using traditional institutions (traditional rulers), and regionalism to 

reinforce state-building projects (Greenberg, 2003). 

Rather than projecting for an enduring state-building capacity that ensures national 

integration development, what we experience in Africa is a wrong approach to a right issue. 

Colonization has succeeded largely in destroying or bastardizing distinct integrating institutions; 

the people lost their grip of control on their rulers. The emergent ruling elites to practice the 

imposed democracy were alienated, especially by education, from the people. The elites 

therefore, because of their common front of exploitation and patron-clientele instinct, easily 

coalesced to subjugate the people’s sovereignty and national instincts. Politics to them became 

an economic instrument to corner and rubbish people’s freedom; values lost their sanctities and 

institutions were used to create iniquity. A new political culture prevalent under Western 

democracy thereafter emerged. Davidson was quick to describe what the Western powers did to 

Africa:destroy or downgrade Africa’s institutions and culture which had taught how to provide 

forms of republic control over executives.., in short, forms of democratic behaviour which had 

given Africa’s peoples a confident sense of possessing and exercising a real control over their 

ownlives. The institution of that past sovereignty could not he restored. The cultures which had 

produced them... were lacking in self-belief. What remained possible now could only be difficult 

experiment or renewed subjection (Davidson, 1992). 

The situation seems a corroboration of the pervasiveness of “virtual democracy”, which 

according to Richard Joseph “is distinguished by the illusory nature of its democratic institutions 

and practices, and the fact that they are deliberately contrived to satisfy prevailing international 

norms of present ability” (Joseph, 1998; Obasanjo, 1989s). For this reason, attention was not 

paid to indigenous or local peculiarities and realities. The external promotion of such democracy, 

national unity especially in Nigeria, therefore promotes a kind of democracy whose relevance is 

problematic at best and at worst prone to engender contradictions that tend to derail or trivialize 

democratization and its consolidation in the country. Speaking against this background, Claude 

Ake opined that: 

Liberal democracy is inimical to the idea of the people having effective decision making 
power. The essence of liberal democracy is precisely the abolition of popular power and the 
replacement of popular sovereignty with the rule of law. As it evolved, liberal democracy 
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got less democracy as its democratic elements, such as the consent of the governed, and 
popular participation, came under pressure from political elites... (Ake, 2001). 

 
But on the contrary, a system is said to be democratic in the African context when it reflects the 

interests and aspirations of the working majority; respects human rights; promotes integration, 

growth and development, and creates an environment which will enable indigenes to attain the 

highest point of their creative abilities. According to Ihonvbere:It is this level of creating 

commitment, patriotism and participation that will make it possible for science and technology to 

be taken seriously, attract investors, encourage investment in production, and define limits for 

state participation in the economy, check corruption and political excessand promote national 

integration (Ihonvbere, 1994). 

Without these in place, a government which does not enjoythe support and acceptance of 

the people is illegitimate andthe possibility of consolidation a mirage.Going to the specific, 

however, the resultant effect of the incompatibility of the Western democracy and the indigenous 

political governance in Nigeria is a deficient state-societal relation. For example, the factor of ill-

gotten financial wealth and the illegal use of fire arms as instruments of decisive advantage in 

political contestations that is dominant in Nigeria’s electoral competition arise as a result of 

greed, avarice and selfishness. It is a situation that depicts a practice of plutocracy in place of 

democracy. In a plutocracy, we are informed that the common man, who constitutes the majority 

of the electorate, is literally consumed by the combination of fire power and the influence of 

illicit money to determine election results. 

A good instance of this is the case of money politics and prebendalism that was flagrantly 

exhibited in the previous democratic regimes of the first to the fourth republics. For instance, it is 

important to consider the fact that the process for recruiting our public office holders is highly 

defective. The only practical qualification for being in public office today seems to be the ability 

to spend huge amounts of money. The money is spent to bribe party officials to offer the 

aspirants the party’s ticket irrespective of what the majority of the party members think. Next, 

money is spent in compromising electoral officials and other gate-keepers in the electoral 

process to declare a candidate as duly elected, even if the person did not contest the election in 

the first place. Are these not disintegraitonal elements in our polity?  

That done, those who eventually capture public offices see themselves as custodians of 

the spoils of war, and make the best opportunity to squander the loot, having previously invested 
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so much money to get there, while the society looks on helpless, they apportion the common 

heritage among themselves. 

What type of democracy could we be talking aboutanyway? Is it a democracy in which 

dastard political violence,dangerous political frauds, and reckless abuse of due judicialcandidate 

lost through a free and fair process. Similarly as Prezeworski (1991) has again argued, in the face 

of high returns on the democratic investment in an environment that democracy has become the 

norm, losers accept electoral defeat even when they have no chance to win in the future simply 

because even permanent losers have too much at stake to risk turning against democracy. To this 

end, there is also a need to deal with the mindset of people which explains the lack of tolerance 

for the opposition and the absence of democratic temperament in our politicians. This is possible 

through massive civic education and education about national unity. The electoral bodies must 

also be allowed to perform their functions without interference from any quarters in order to 

instill confidence in the process. 

The various organs of government must respect constitutional provisions on the 

separation of powers. The legislature must concern itself with law making and its oversight 

functions while the executive must also appreciate its limits even though it is more visible in 

view of its day to day performance of functions. The judiciary has a very important role to play 

in democratic governance as it ensures the observance of the rule of law which is a critical factor 

in ensuring and promoting accountability and democratic governance. It provides checks and 

balances against the two other arms of government. It also provides mechanisms for settling 

institutional disputes and conflicts. Beyond these, the extent to which citizens can go to the 

judiciary to seek redress is very crucial to the survival and consolidation of democracy and 

national integration. Human rights violations are only compensated through legal 

pronouncements of the judiciary. The judiciary must be commended for helping to stabilize our 

democracy through very courageous judicial pronouncements in the recent past. Related to this is 

the effort of the President in reforming the nation’s electoral law. This is a right step in the right 

direction and at the right time. A courageous implementation of the recommendations of the 

Electoral Reform Committee will help to build more confidence in the electoral system and 

ensure that our democracy does not collapse or that the nation does not slide into chaos and 

disintegration in future. The failure to conduct credibleelections in 2003 and again in 2007 and 
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the slow strangling of democratic pluralism and competition by an overbearing president from 

1999-2007 did immeasurable damage to our supposedly evolving democratic culture. 

We are also agreed on the important role that the economy and its management play in 

ensuring the stability and integration of a nation. The extent to which the government delivers on 

the responsibilities is also dependent on the strength of the economy and how well the available 

resources are managed. Our dependence on the mono-cultural economy of oil appears to be 

turning from a blessing into a curse. While the federal and state authorities address the quarrels 

arising from the issue of the control of the oil resource, there is also the need for the federal 

government to pay more attention to other resources which can be made into major foreign 

exchange earners. These will also create more employment opportunities for the population and 

reduce the level of unrest disintegrative activities in most parts of the country. A diversified 

source of revenue will also enable the government to make more provisions and address the 

various social needs of the people in their various places. The establishment of democratic 

institutions and an equal amount of democracy in the economic sphere will augur well for the 

consolidation and sustenance of democracy and demand for national unity in the country. 

During the military regime, the poverty, uncertainty, frustration and hunger which 

accompanied Nigeria’s economic decline and the implementation of an adjustment programme 

particularly during the Babangida years without any protection for vulnerable groups created an 

environment which directly challenged possibilities for stability, integration and sustainable 

democracy. As Ihonvbere (1996) has noted, with over45% of foreign exchange earnings going 

into debt servicing, run-away inflation and with increasing bankruptcies among indigenous 

investors, the economy sank deeper into crises and the social fabric of the nation deteriorated to 

unprecedented levels. Crime, child abuse, marital violence, disease, institutional decay, fear, 

rebellious actions, urban dislocation and frustration came to characterize the society. 

It is a fact that, despite their impressive capacity to surviveyears of social strife, economic 

instability and decline, manydemocracies in the less developed world will probably break down 

in the medium to long run unless they can reduce their often appalling levels of poverty, 

inequality, and social injustice and lay the basis for sustainable growth (Diamond, 2002). While 

democracy is valuable in its own right, it is also instrumentally valuable because it provides a 

politically enabling atmosphere for economic development and stability of national interest to 

proceed. 
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Conclusion 

One of the fundamental challenges for Nigerian democracyand national integration is the 

imperative of divesting the democracy from the antecedents of a prolonged military incursion 

into polities. The type of democracy bequeathed to Nigerian people by the military is neither 

developmental nor human right friendly. It is a democracy loaded with a heavy dose of military 

despotism with minimal accommodation for civility and integrational elements of the various 

ethnic nationalities in Nigeria. A democracy built around the dispositions and exigencies of 

personalities, individuals and groups, instead of institutions and structures, would continue to 

reflect the tensions and conflicts of such individuals, personalities and groups. 

 This is one of the reasons, why constitutional polities firmly entrenched on the rule of law 

has been very difficult to sustain in Nigeria. And without the rule of law, democracy is rather a 

charade and or a monster, with the possibility of exploding the thread that binds the nation 

together. 

 Therefore, all the critical issues affecting the Nigerian democracy,national unity as 

discussed in this paper requires urgent attention from all the stakeholders. Electoral malpractices, 

hunger, violence, intimidation and brutal assassinations of political opponents are antithetical of 

the democratic order, nation building expected by Nigerians. Widespread corruption, poverty and 

insensitivity on the part of the leadership to the plight of the electorates can rubbish the so-called 

democratic dividends which the political class has popularized. 

 Nigerian democracy is still very fragile coming on the heel of a prolonged military rule; 

therefore, it requires nurturing with proper ingredients to survive the murky waters of Nigerian 

politics. Although the country requires some elements of luck to survive as a viable and united 

political entity. However, the quality and commitment of the political leadership that Nigeria 

parades remains the single catalyst for the economic and political transformation and 

achievement of national integration of the country. Without economic and political 

transformation, the sustenance of democracy and the vision necessary to build a united and 

prosperous Nigeria would remain a pipe dream.  
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